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A MESSAGE FROM OUR
HEADTEACHER
I am delighted that the newspaper team sure that you are missing school and
have still been able to produce Branfil’s learning with your friends — we are
termly newspaper despite the current school missing you all too. When we are able to

closure due to the Coronavirus.

return to school we will all really

During this unprecedented time, I have appreciate the relationships we have in
thoroughly enjoyed being reminded about our school community and we will be a
many of the exciting events that our pupils stronger team for it.
and staff have been involved in this term.

Stay indoors and enjoy reading Branfil

I hope you enjoy reading this with your Termly.
families and talking about life at Branfil. I am

Mrs Sansom

THANK YOU TO OUR JOURNALISTS
Sophie, Amber, Megan, Israel, Max, Elouse,

Theo, Owen, Holly, Lara, Jessica, Caitlin,

Molly, Frankie, Leilani, Millie, Jayden and

Isla, Aimee and Layla.

Simran.
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BRANFIL PUPILS SHINE AT
YOUNG VOICES 2020

Can you believe that our school choir took

learn them off by heart (in just a couple of

part in Young Voices 2020 at the one and on-

months).

ly O2 Arena? Amazing, right? Not only did

It took a long time to get there on the

they perform with 8,000 other young stu-

coach but it was all worth it. Simran (Year

dents but they did so in front of 12,000 peo-

5) said, ‘’It was “so fun! I loved the part

ple! The best part is they got to meet some

when the lights dimmed and we were all

incredible celebrities like Rootie (winner of

dancing to Ghostbusters with Urban

The Voice), The Shires, and the spectacular

Strides”. Mr Edwards said, ‘’It was amazing!

Tony Hadley! They even managed to dance

The best year so far!” So I guess you can

with the great Urban Strides!

tell that Young Voices was a huge hit this

This astonishing event took place on 23rd

year!

January this year with the Young Voices

By Sophie C & Amber A (5 Alder & Aspen)

Choir. Now, these children did not have any
lyrics in front of them, instead they had to
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YEAR 5 PUPILS SELECTED AS
JUNIOR TRAVEL AMBASSADORS
Do you think you can improve how you travel to

Junior Travel Ambassadors are running

school? Well, year 5 students from Branfil have

events such as a year 5 assembly,

worked alongside Miss Tuck to become Branfil Jun-

competitions and the biggest one of all: a

ior Travel Ambassadors. They have a mission to get

whole school big pedal. This is a competition

as many people walking, scootering or riding to

where they want as many students from

school as they can. They want to do this to make

Branfil to walk to school so we will have a

Branfil pupils safe, but it could also be a start to

chance to win lots of cool prizes. Right

saving the planet as we would be using less fuel!

through to the end of the summer term,

George (Year 5) said, “As JTAs, we will be doing

Megan M, George C, Charlie S, Nancy H, Isa-

more walking and creating less pollution.” Branfil

bella J and Dylan E will make traveling super

are not the only school in the area doing this, how-

fun for you!

ever they still need you to take part.

By Megan McDermott (5 Alder)

CHILDREN DELIGHT AS BOOK BUS
COMES TO BRANFIL
Before half term, the book bus came to

We interviewed one pupil who said, “It was

Branfil Primary School. Children were select- fantastic an amazing experience! 10 out of
ed to come and view the endless range of

10!”

books. The reason the school brought in the

Another said that it was ‘’splendid’’ and

bus was to give children the opportunity to

that they really liked that the school gave the

select some new books for the Library. The

children the opportunity to take part and im-

children didn’t know where to start! There

prove their school.

was so much choice; the experience was un- By Israel (5 Hawthorn)
forgettable.
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LOLA THE READING DOG IS
HELPING OUR PUPILS TO READ

Do you like dogs? Well we have some

Here is a quote from a person who reads

‘pawesome’ news for you because Lola the

with her, “I love it; she is adorable!”

Reading Dog has come to Branfil!

The children that read with Lola love it

A few lucky children have been reading with

because it is nice to read to a pet as they

Lola in the spring term. Here are some ques-

cannot correct you if you make a mistake

tions you might be asking yourself:

and they cannot interrupt but can only

Why have we got a reading dog? What does
she do? What type of breed is she? How are
the children getting on?
Well we have your answers. We have a
reading dog because she is meant to help the
children relax and build confidence with their

listen to you. Branfil are also really
enjoying having Lola around because she
brings us joy and happiness.
Mrs Woods, who is Lola’s owner, had this
to say: “I love seeing the children happy

reading with Lola and walking out with an
immense smile across their face!”

reading. The reason why the children are
reading to the dog is because reading is
really relaxing and enjoyable.

By Max & Elouise (5 Hawthorn) with
support from Molly and Frankie (6 Acacia)
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VALUES CHAMPIONS RECOGNISED
IN OUR SCHOOL
To help promote our school values, Mrs San-

Also, the winner gets a scented emoji stick-

som organised for each class to name a

er of their choice! We asked people how

weekly ‘Values Champion’. The award is to

they felt when they got the value’s champi-

recognise the children who have truly shown

on award and the overriding emotions

the value of the month in school that week.

were happiness and excitement. Here are

We have 4 champions every month and the

some children who got the Values Champi-

values so far have been Respect, Love and

on Award: Thomas B, Max F, Alfie W, Louis

Hope. We find out who the champion is on a

G, Owen M, Ruby-Mae S, Max H. This

Friday. The names of people who get the Val-

event takes place in the classroom.

ues Champion stay on the post-it note cloud

By Leilani (6 Chestnut)

on display for the rest of the month. Mrs
Sansom has asked all the teachers to make a
laminated hot air balloon in the classroom so
that the post-it note can stick on it.

WHAT WE HAVE BEEN READING:
RECEPTION
Reception have been working on three amaz- For Jack and the Beanstalk, they built ways
ing stories and they are: Billy Goats Gruff,

to escape the Giant - like using a para-

Jack and the Beanstalk, and Goldielocks and

chute. They have also learnt about Gold-

the Three Bears. We talked to a Reception

ielocks and the Three Bears. They have

pupil about Billy Goats Gruff; they made a

built chairs and tables for Goldielocks to

bridge so the Billy Goats could cross.

eat the porridge. Sounds like lots of fun!
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YEAR 6 LEARN HOW TO STAY SAFE
ON THE ROADS
Recently year 6 took part in a road

Whereas, others thought it was

safety workshop in the main school

interesting and factual, “It was very

hall. The workshop included a drama

informative” said Tess (6A). This

in which there were two friends who

taught year 6 pupils how to behave

were constantly on their phones. Then

around roads. We had lots of fun

they started to mess around and it

watching the road safety show as it

caused a serious injury to one of the

taught us new things: how to treat

boys’ backs. It showed a life lesson for

our friends and why, and to be extra

pupils to learn which was to always be

careful when using our phones.

aware of your surroundings when trav-

By Frankie & Molly (6 Acacia)

elling and be particularly careful when
using mobile phones. Some
pupils thought it was sad.
For example, Stanley and
Freddie remarked, “Well we
thought it was sad at the
end when the boy got ran
over.”
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BRANFIL CELEBRATES WORLD
BOOK DAY

Books, books and books! World Book Day

It seems that the year 2s enjoyed World

has been amazing—maybe even more as

Book Day as much as the rest of the school

thrilling than last year!

as Billy in 2 Cedar said, “My favourite thing

At Branfil this year children of all ages got the about World Book Day was reading some
amazing books.” So I think it’s safe to say
opportunity to hear books like The Twits,
Charlotte’s Web and Harry Potter (which are

World Book Day was one of the best days

all incredible books) read by their own and

of the year so far.

other teachers from around the school. All

By Sophie & Amber (5 Alder & Aspen)

day there were fun activities and they were
all to do with books!
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RECEPTION CHILDREN CREATE
AMAZING HOUSES

Have you been wondering what the

The children used straw, hay and

little 5 and 6 year olds of Branfil have been sticks to carefully join, glue, cut and stick
up to? Well, they’ve been very quiet! They the materials together to create their
must’ve been hiding something!

masterpieces. Who knows, perhaps Mr.

Down in Reception, the children have Fielder may pretend to be ‘The Big Bad
been extremely thrilled to make their own Wolf’ and come along to test the strength
houses for ‘The Three Little Pigs.’ Their job, of their creations! We will keep you
set by Miss O’Toole and Miss Evenden, was updated with news as it happens!
to make a house (using a shoebox), which

By Simran Kular (5 Alder)

was strong, sturdy and secure enough to
keep ‘The Big, Bad Wolf’ away!
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BRANFIL RADIO LAUNCHES: AN
INTERVIEW WITH MR FIELDER
Before Christmas, the wonderful Branfil PTA

When is Radio Branfil going to go live?

wanted to give children the opportunity to

We have already had a Christmas show
which played messaged from teachers as
well as Christmas songs. However that was
only available to people at the school. The
radio is now live for anyone to access on
our school website.

express themselves and share their lovely,
amazing work by purchasing a brand new
Branfil radio station. The radio was delivered
on the last week before Christmas and the
first broadcast was on the 20th of December.

What year is going to be on the radio first?

Mr Fielder has helped to set up the radio,

Year 6 have a radio club who have already

and we spoke to him.

produced book, game and film reviews.

Why did you want to start the radio?
The radio is a great opportunity for pupils to
express their knowledge and share their
work, giving them access to a worldwide audience. Year 5 have already created play-

They have also performed poetry and even
interviewed a police officer! Year 5 have
also been creating content already, such as
the Greek plays, and every year group will
hopefully be on the radio soon.

scripts which will be aired on the radio soon!
What inspired you?

Well we certainly can’t wait to tune it and
find out just how amazing Branfil Radio can

Knowing that children can get involved with

be!

different types of media and also they can
have a bigger audience for their work. I have
always loved music and listening to the radio. By Theo and Owen (5 Alder)

I thought it would be a great way for children
to have their learning enriched for a variety
of subjects including English and music.
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ALL THE SCHOOL’S A STAGE: YEAR
5 & 6 ENJOY SHAKESPEARE
PERFORMANCE
Did you know?
Shakespeare wrote
around 40 plays. He
also wrote 154 sonnets.
Some people loved his
plays but others

disliked the plays.

On the 25th of February, pupils in year 5 and

Year 5 then went down in the afternoon to

6 were invited to watch a play called A

watch the play and thought it was incredi-

Midsummer Night’s Dream. In the morning,

ble. They loved how funny and how much

year 6 went down to the main hall to watch

effort the actors put in. The play was very

the drama unfold. Some people were chosen

dramatic and there was a little bit of ro-

by our engaging actors to play a little role in

mance. There were leaves on the floor to

the drama. They also had a costume to put

create an atmosphere of the magical

over their school uniform; the chosen

forest, it felt like they were actually there!

children were given a sticker saying which

The play really enriched our learning about

character they were. All of the audience got

Shakespeare and we can’t wait to write our

to play a role doing sound effects for the

own play scripts!

mystical forest. The sounds were wind, rain,

By Holly & Lara (5 Hawthorn)

owls hooting and the humming of the forest.
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ROTARY QUIZ WON BY BRANFIL
SCHOOL

On Tuesday 4th February, our school selected

Branfil are now through to the semi-finals

4 children (Amelie P, Harry M, Mira Z and

which means more revising but we are all

Oliver G) to compete in the Havering Rotary

extremely proud of all four contestants.

Quiz against other schools. This took place at

They are excited to be competing and will

St. Albans Primary School. They had a Maths

definitely have fun in the semi-finals!

round, a Book Character round and some

Good luck to all of them—hopefully it will

problematic riddles came after!

another trophy to add to this year’s

Mrs Cullender accompanied them and said,

sporting collection.

“The children showed fantastic behaviour

By Jessica & Caitlin (6 Chestnut)

and were very well mannered on the day.”
Mira commented, “We were losing by half a

point in the second round but turned it
around and came back to school with a halfa-point win against the other two schools
(Suttons and St. Albans).”
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YEAR 1 & 2 TAKE PART IN
ATHLETICS COMPETITION
Recently Year 1 and 2 went to Hornchurch

‘The Long Jump is a cool obstacle where

Sports Centre to compete against 20 other

you have to jump as far as you can. The

schools in an athletics competition. They

Bouncer is another obstacle where you

completed 10 activities! Here’s a couple: the

have to jump (left, right, left, right) over a

Long Jump, the Bouncer, Javelin and Vortex.

triangular barrier. The Javelin obstacle is a

Everyone had a great time!

foam object that they needed to throw as

Miss Bessent , the sports leader of Key Stage

far as they could and finally the Vortex

1 and 2, took them. Lila T in 2 Beech was

which is an oval top with a straight end. It

asked a couple of questions about Horn-

was lots of fun and I had an amazing time!’

church Sports Centre and completing those

By Isla & Aimee ( 6 Chestnut)

fun and challenging obstacles.

BRANFIL REPRESENTED AT

NETBALL TOURNAMENT
Some students from Branfil represented our

There were 8 schools playing on a rather

school by taking part in a netball

small pitch. Also everyone was wearing

tournament. Children from the age of 10 to

their PE clothes which are blue and have

11 went and they won 1 but lost 3. Our

the Branfil logo on them. We played En-

school arrived there early so we had to wait

gayne, James Oglethorpe and Clock House.

for 56 minutes. The people who got involved

Well done to our team.

were Holly B, Olivia B, Owen A, Leyla W,

By Leyla W & Megan M

Sophie B, Amber A and Kieran M.

(5 Hawthorn & Alder)
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COACH BAIN’S GIRLS CONQUER
ALL OF HAVERING

On the 16th of January 2020, the Year 6 girls football

“It felt unreal and we were all very happy,” said

team played against Parsonage Farm. The team that

Milly. “It was an amazing experience playing in

went included: Ruby, Milly, Maddie, Lailah, Mia,

goal in the semi-finals. I had to be brave and per-

Caitlin, Molly, Winnie and Kara. They played and

severe when I had to play in the penalty shootout.

won 10-1. The goals were scored by Maddie, Win-

I have really enjoyed this experience and can’t

nie, Ruby, Kara, Milly, and Molly. There were bumps

wait to play again,” said Caitlin. Everyone had so

on the pitch which made it hard to run but they got

much fun. The girls made our school Branfil very

there in the end.

proud. Winning the cup had a very special surprise

On the 6th of February, the girls played in a

with it. Branfil’s Girls Team are now put forward

tournament at Noak Hill. The team was the same as

to play in the London Youth Games representing

the last game and there were 9 rounds. The girls got

Havering Hurricanes. They have all really enjoyed

into the semi-finals and won by penalty shootout!

winning the cup and are so proud of each other.

Caitlin [the goalie for Branfil] brilliantly saved the

By Jessica & Caitlin (6 Chestnut)

goals and that is how they won the round. When
they got into the finals, they won 2-1.
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BRANFIL SPORT
HOCKEY TEAM CHAMPIONS:
MOVING ON TO LONDON YOUTH
GAMES
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